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VIDIZMO Offers Zoom Customers a
Discount Amid the COVID-19/Coronavirus
Pandemic

TYSONS, VA, USA, April 17, 2020
/EINPresswire.com/ -- VIDIZMO, a
Gartner-recognized enterprise video
platform, today announced a new
release of its integration with Zoom, a leader in modern enterprise video communications.
Available on the Zoom App Marketplace, VIDIZMO is offering its video streaming and
management solutions, namely EnterpriseTube and Virtual Academy, for free for the initial two
(02) months through Azure Marketplace and AWS Marketplace. 

Furthermore, VIDIZMO is offering a 20% discount through VIDIZMO Cloud for all Zoom
customers to help organizations bridge communication gaps and address business continuity
challenges resulting from COVID-19/Coronavirus pandemic. This integration brings together
Zoom’s video communication platform and VIDIZMO’s video content management platform,
allowing Zoom customers to securely transform recorded meetings into manageable,
searchable, and shareable on-demand videos on a YouTube-like video platform.

The solution automatically uploads Zoom recordings to VIDIZMO’s video platform. Once
uploaded, the Zoom recordings are encoded for optimal playback on any browser or device and
then indexed for Google-like platform and inside-video search, enabling viewers to search on any
spoken word, faces, or shared text from within the meeting, detected through VIDIZMO’s
Artificial Intelligence features. 

Aleks Swerdlow, Product Marketing Manager for the Zoom App Marketplace, said, “We’re always
looking for ways to give our customers the ability to do more with Zoom. We are excited to have
the VIDIZMO Video Content Management and Portal integration go live on our Zoom App
Marketplace to help Zoom customers store, share, and search Zoom Meeting recordings
securely.”

“In these challenging times, online meetings are an incredibly efficient way to exchange ideas
and expertise, and through our integration with Zoom, we provide an automated workflow for
publishing these recorded meetings, replaying them in full fidelity, and making any instance
searchable that is discussed or shown in the meeting,” said Nadeem Khan, CEO of VIDIZMO.

VIDIZMO understands the security and privacy concerns of customers around recorded
meetings, such as saving to a storage space that isn’t protected by a password or recorded
videos being found by anyone searching online. Therefore, VIDIZMO adheres to the industry’s
highest standards for platform and content-level security to keep your recorded meetings and
digital assets protected through features such as Single Sign-On (SSO), Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC), channel and user segregation, and password-protected videos. VIDIZMO delivers
a highly collaborative video ecosystem while driving the best security practices to maintain

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bit.ly/34NTbZA
https://bit.ly/3btLk5C


organizational data integrity and confidentiality. These security features provide them with
control and the confidence they need to securely upload Zoom recordings flexibly and firmly into
the environment of their choice. 

Zoom users can also securely embed videos and playlists into learning management systems
(LMS), content management systems (CMS), customer relationship management systems (CRM),
and other web portals. They can also audit employee viewing activity through VIDIZMO audit logs
and analytics to ensure compliance with internal policies and industry regulations.

Furthermore, VIDIZMO offers Zoom users several options for secure content storage, either on-
premises, on any customer-owned or VIDIZMO hosted and managed cloud such as Microsoft
Azure and Amazon Web Services (AWS). These types of cloud providers help customers address
security and compliance issues at every stage of their cloud journey; moreover, Zoom users can
also implement a hybrid deployment to leverage the benefits of both the environments.

VIDIZMO allows Zoom recordings to be stored behind a firewall and some in the cloud in another
geographic location to address privacy laws, enabling a flexible storage solution. Businesses can
store their recordings in any location in the cloud or on-premises, host some Zoom recording on
any number of on-premises locations while others in the cloud, and intelligently branch users to
the appropriate location. Also, organizations can move all or some recordings off Zoom.
VIDIZMO offers recording deletion from the Zoom cloud, enabling content security and
improving resource usage.

The discounted solution between VIDIZMO and Zoom Video Communications can be found here
or by following this link (https://bit.ly/2yni9Tr).

ABOUT VIDIZMO
VIDIZMO (http://www.vidizmo.com) is a Gartner-recognized Enterprise Video Content
Management System that empowers businesses with a comprehensive solution to deliver live
and on-demand video streaming and digital asset management services in the cloud, on-
premises or hybrid model. VIDIZMO offers a wide range of products, each one serving a diverse
set of enterprise needs across all industry verticals such as the corporate sector, education,
healthcare, law enforcement, media, and more.

About Zoom
Zoom Video Communications, Inc. (NASDAQ: ZM) brings teams together to get more done in a
frictionless video environment. Our easy, reliable, and innovative video-first unified
communications platform provides video meetings, voice, webinars, and chat across desktops,
phones, mobile devices, and conference room systems. Zoom helps enterprises create elevated
experiences with leading business app integrations and developer tools to create customized
workflows. Founded in 2011, Zoom is headquartered in San Jose, California, with offices around
the world. Visit zoom.com and follow @zoom_us.
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